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RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF SLAVIC ACCENTUAL PARADIGMS 
FREDERIK KORTLANDT 
It appears that the complexity of Slavic historical accentology is prohibitive for 
most non-specialists in the field. It may therefore be useful to approach the sub-
ject from a number of different angles in order to render it more accessible to a 
wider audience. In the following I shall discuss the separate accent paradigms 
and their development from the Late Balto-Slavic system, which is structurally 
similar to that of modern Lithuanian, up to the end of the Proto-Slavic period, 
when the system resembled what we find in modern Serbo-Croatian. The num-
bering of the stages 1.0 through 10.12 is the same as in my earlier publications 
(1989, 2003, 2005, 2006a, 2008b). 
For the rise and development of the accentual system up to the end of the 
Balto-Slavic period I may refer to my discussion (2006b, 2008a) of Olander’s 
dissertation (2006). It resulted in a system of four major and two minor accent 
types. The major types are the following: 
(1)  Paradigms with fixed stress on an acute syllable. 
(2)  Paradigms with fixed stress on a non-acute syllable. 
(3)  Paradigms with accentual mobility between an acute radical syllable and 
the ending. 
(4) Paradigms with accentual mobility between a non-acute radical syllable 
and the ending. 
At this stage, “acute” and “non-acute” stand for the presence versus absence of a 
glottal stop after the syllabic nucleus. When the accent was on the ending, it was 
on the final syllable of the word form unless it had been retracted to a preceding 
acute syllable in accordance with Hirt’s law (at stage 4.1 of my chronology), e.g. 
in Lith. dat.pl. galvóms ‘heads’, Slovene goràm ‘mountains’ < *-àʔmus < *-aʔmùs. 
In East Baltic, several retractions of the accent yielded rising and falling tone 
movements with different results in the separate dialectal areas (cf. Kortlandt 
1977 and 2008a). While Latvian eventually fixed the stress on the initial syllable 
of the word, Lithuanian generalized accentual mobility between initial and final 
syllables in paradigms (3) and (4) and shifted the stress from a non-acute to a 
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mobility in paradigms (2) and (4). Glottalization was eventually preserved in 
originally pretonic syllables in Latvian and under the stress in Žemaitian. 
After the end of the Balto-Slavic period, the glottal stop was lost in pretonic 
and post-posttonic syllables with compensatory lengthening of an adjacent 
vowel in Early Slavic (at stage 5.3), e.g. *galwàʔ < *golʔwàʔ ‘head’, *àpsnawā < 
*òpsnowaʔ ‘base’, inst.sg. *sūnumì < *suʔnumì ‘son’, inst.pl. *gènaʔmīh < 
*gènaʔmiʔs ‘women’, cf. Lith. galvà (3), sūnumì (3), Slovene osnǫ̑va, ženȃmi (with 
Dybo’s law at stage 8.7 and neo-circumflex at stage 10.9, see below). On the 
analogy of the end-stressed forms, the radical glottal stop was eliminated in 
barytone forms of paradigms with mobile stress (3), e.g. acc.sg. *gàlwǫ < 
*gòlʔwān, *súnu < *sùʔnun, SCr. glȃvu, sȋn (with a falling tone at stage 6.10 and 
metathesis at stage 7.12), cf. Lith. gálvą, snų with preservation of the acute. This 
is Meillet’s law (stage 5.4). As a result, accent type (3) merged with accent type 
(4) in Slavic, so that we now have three major accent types: 
(a) Paradigms with fixed stress on an acute syllable. 
(b) Paradigms with fixed stress on a non-acute syllable. 
(c) Paradigms with accentual mobility between the (non-acute) root and the 
ending. 
At a later stage the glottal stop, which had now been preserved in stressed and 
first posttonic syllables only, became a tonal feature of stressed syllables, compa-
rable to the Latvian broken tone, and was lost without compensatory lengthen-
ing in posttonic syllables (stage 7.13). As a result, the timbre distinctions between 
the short vowels and the acute “long” vowels became phonemically relevant and 
the quantitative differences in pretonic syllables were rephonemicized as timbre 
distinctions, e.g. *glawa̓,  *žèna,  *òsnowā,  *glawa̓mi,  *žènamī,  *òsnowāmī. The 
resulting alternation between short and long vowels in unstressed stem syllables 
and endings was largely eliminated by generalization of either the short or the 
long vowel in the separate dialectal areas. 
In Late Proto-Slavic, the acute (broken, glottalic) tone was lost, yielding a 
short rising contour (stage 9.2), e.g. *glawà,  *glawàmi, pre-Slovene *glāwà, 
*glāwàmī, pre-Russian *golowà, *golowàmi. This development was more recent 
than the East Slavic pleophony (stage 9.1) because the acute in Ukrainian moróz 
‘frost’ < *-orò- < *-o̓r- remained distinct from the long rising tone in gen.pl. holív 
‘heads’ < *-oló- < *-ól-. At a later stage, the stressed vowel of *jęzỳkъ < *języ̓kъ 
‘tongue’, which is faithfully preserved in Czech jazyk and SCr. jèzik, was analogi-
cally lengthened in gen.pl. *języ̑kъ, yielding SCr. jȅzīkā with retracted stress as a 
result of Stang’s law (stage 9.3, see below). The analogical lengthening was more 
recent than Stang’s law in Čakavian (Novi) gen.pl. susȇd ‘neighbors’, kolȇn 
‘knees’, where the retraction of the stress did not take place. The short rising 
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Czech and Upper Sorbian (stage 10.6) and in Slovene (stages 10.8, 10.9 and 10.11) 
and northwest Čakavian (cf. Vermeer 1982, 1984), also before tautosyllabic reso-
nants elsewhere in Serbo-Croatian, e.g. krȃj ‘end’, stȁrac ‘old man’, gen.sg. krȁja, 
stȃrca. 
Paradigms with fixed stress on a non-acute syllable (b) remained essentially 
unchanged up to the end of the Proto-Slavic period except for the operation of 
Dybo’s law (stage 8.7) and Stang’s law (stage 9.3). The major development before 
these accent shifts was the generalization of accentual mobility in masculine o-
stems which were stressed on a non-acute root vowel (Illič-Svityč’s law, stage 
6.9), e.g. SCr. zȗb ‘tooth’ < acc.sg. *zǫ̑bu, earlier *zǫ́bu, cf. Greek γόμφος ‘bolt’. As 
a result of this development, which may not have reached some of the Čakavian 
dialects (but cf. Langston 2007, Kortlandt 2007), underived masc. o-stems with a 
non-acute root vowel are original masculines if they belong to accent paradigm 
(c) but original neuters if they belong to accent paradigm (b). Original stem-
stressed neuter o-stems joined the masculine gender in the singular in Balto-
Slavic times already (cf. Kortlandt 2008c, in fine) but evidently preserved their 
distinct plural forms in the separate branches of the family, like Italian l’uovo 
fresco ‘the fresh egg’, pl. le uova fresche. 
According to Dybo’s law (stage 8.7), paradigms with fixed stress on a non-
acute syllable (b) shifted the stress to the following syllable, e.g. *ženà < *žèna, 
*osnòwā < *òsnowā, also *nāròdъ < *národъ ‘people’, *ǭ̄tròbā < *ǫ́trobā ‘liver’, 
*sъpòrȳ < *sъ̀porȳ ‘quick, slow’ (cf. English in (good) time), *sъdrȃwȳ < *sъ̀drāwȳ 
‘healthy’, SCr. spȍrī, zdrȁvī. Acute and falling vowels did not lose the stress to the 
following syllable, e.g. inst.pl. *glawa̓mi, acc.sg. *glȃwǫ, pre-Russian *golwa̓mi, 
*gȏlwǫ, later golovámi, gólovu. It follows that the vowels which lost the stress in 
accordance with Dybo’s law were distinctively rising. Dybo’s law was therefore 
more recent than the rise of distinctive tone movements (stage 6.10), which was 
more recent than Illič-Svityč’s law (stage 6.9) because it eliminated the identity 
of most case forms of (b) and (c) masc. o-stems on which the latter was based. 
Dybo’s law did not shift the stress onto final jers because these had lost their 
stressability at an earlier stage. This is clear from the fact that the retraction of 
the stress from final jers (at stage 8.2) gave rise to new long rising vowels, e.g. 
Slovene gen.pl. gọ́r < *gorъ̀ ‘mountains’, dán < *dьnъ̀ ‘days’, Polish rąk < *rǫkъ̀ 
‘hands’, skipping the medial jer in Russian dat.pl. détjam < *dětьmъ̀, loc.pl. dét-
jax < *dětьxъ̀ ‘children’, Slovene gen.pl. ọ́vəc < *owьcь̀ ‘sheep’, also dánəs < 
*dьnьsь̀ ‘today’, whereas the root vowel remained short in (b) nouns such as bòb 
‘bean’, kònj ‘horse’, SCr. bȍb, kȍnj, with later analogical lengthening in the gen.pl. 
form (cf. Kortlandt 1975: 13-19 and 1978b: 282-286). It follows from these exam-
ples that both the retraction of the stress from final jers and, consequently, 
Dybo’s law were more recent than the rise of the new timbre distinctions (stage 
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At the time of Dybo’s law, posttonic long vowels represented not only origi-
nal (Balto-Slavic) non-acute long vowels and diphthongs (cf. Kortlandt 2005: 
114), but also long vowels in post-posttonic syllables where a laryngeal had been 
lost with compensatory lengthening (stage 5.3), vowels which were lengthened 
to compensate for the loss of a preceding *j (Van Wijk’s law, stage 7.15), and new 
long vowels from contractions in posttonic syllables (stage 8.1), e.g. *òsnowā, 
inst.pl. *žènamī,  *wòļā < *wàljaʔ ‘will’, 3rd sg. *píšē < *péisje ‘writes’, *pýtā < 
*pýtaje ‘inquires’, gen.sg. *nòwēgo < *nòwajego, inst.sg. *nòwȳmь < *nòwyimь 
‘new’, cf. Old Polish wolå, SCr. pȋšē,  pȋtā, Czech nového,  novým. Long vowels 
which received the stress as a result of Dybo’s law became falling, e.g. *woļȃ, 
*pīšȇ, *pȳtȃ, *novy̑, *sъdrȃwȳ. These long falling vowels were subsequently elimi-
nated by Stang’s law (stage 9.3). New long falling (“neo-circumflex”) vowels 
arose in Slovene by lengthening of short vowels under the stress before a non-
final weak jer and before a long vowel in the following syllable (stages 10.8 and 
10.9), e.g. bȋtka ‘battle’, osnǫ̑va ‘base’. 
According to Stang’s law (stage 9.3), the stress was retracted from long falling 
vowels in final syllables, not counting final jers. The newly stressed vowel re-
ceived a rising tone, e.g. Russian dial. vôlja, Czech vůle, Slovak vôľa, Slovene 
vǫ́lja, SCr. vȍlja (with lengthening at stages 10.4, 10.6 and 10.11 in the separate 
languages). Weak jers in medial syllables had lost their stressability at this stage 
and could not therefore receive the stress (cf. Stang 1957: 115f.). Long falling vow-
els in non-final syllables were shortened, e.g. SCr. zdrȁvī ‘healthy’, pòvratak ‘re-
turn’ < *powrȃtъkъ < *pòwrātъkъ,  záslužan ‘deserving’ < *zāslȗžьnъ < 
*záslūžьnъ, zgrȁda ‘building’ < *sъgrȃdā < *sъ̀grādā, Slovene zgrȃda (with neo-
circumflex at stage 10.9). At this stage, paradigms of type (b) such as *wòļā, 
*osnòwā, *ǭtròbā, *sъgràdā, *nāròdъ, *powràtъkъ, *zāslùžьnъ, *sъpòrȳ, *sъdràwȳ 
can be reclassified as (a) if the latter is redefined as paradigms with fixed stress 
on the stem while (b) and (c) represent different types of accentual mobility be-
tween the stem and the ending, being the result of Dybo’s law and reflecting 
Balto-Slavic accentual mobility, respectively. 
Paradigms with original (Balto-Slavic) accentual mobility between the root 
and the ending (c) extended the mobility so as to include prefixes and proclitics 
(Pedersen’s law, stage 6.10) as well as enclitics (Dolobko’s law, stage 7.2). Retrac-
tion of the stress within the initial syllable yielded a falling tone movement, thus 
giving rise to a tonal distinction on non-acute syllables, e.g. *zǫ̑bъ ‘tooth’ (c), 
*kȍstь ‘bone’ (c), *sy̑nъ ‘son’ (c) versus *pǫ́tь ‘way’ (b), *kòņь ‘horse’ (b), *dy̓mъ 
‘smoke’ (a), Slovene zǫ̑b, kst, sȋn, pǫ́t, kònj, dìm. Retraction of the stress from 
final jers yielded new rising long vowels (stage 8.2), e.g. Slovene gen.pl. gọ́r < 
*gorъ̀, dán < *dьnъ̀, ọ́vəc < *owьcь̀, dánəs < *dьnьsь̀. After Dybo’s law, new falling 
long vowels arose from the lengthening of short falling vowels in monosyllables 
(stage 8.8), e.g. SCr. bȏg ‘god’, kȏst ‘bone’, dȃn ‘day’ (c), as opposed to kȍnj ‘horse’, 
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els were shortened (stage 9.4), e.g. Czech mladost < *mlȃdostь ‘youth’, acc.sg. 
ruku < *rǫ̑kǫ ‘hand’, also SCr. sȑce < *sь̑rdьce ‘heart’, except in Serbo-Croatian 
mono- and disyllabic word forms such as bȏg and rȗku and Slovene monosylla-
bles. Falling vowels in polysyllabic word forms lost the stress to the following 
syllable in Slovene (stage 10.7), e.g. ok ‘eye’, mladst ‘youth’, acc.sg. rokǫ̑ ‘hand’. 
The newly stressed vowel received a falling tone here. 
Apart from the four major Balto-Slavic accent types mentioned above, there 
were two minor accent types: 
(5)  Paradigms with post-radical accentuation and an acute derivational suffix. 
(6)  Paradigms with post-radical accentuation and a non-acute derivational suf-
fix. 
Type (5) comprises original iH- and uH-stems, e.g. Lith. vìlkė < *wilkìʔ-aʔ, Russ. 
volčíca < *wilkìʔ-kaʔ ‘she-wolf’, Lith. liežùvis < *-ùʔ-io-, Russ. jazýk < *-ùʔ-ko- 
‘tongue’, Vedic vṛks, jihv (cf. Kortlandt 1997). This is the origin of the Slavic 
“dominant” suffix *-ьj- < *-iH- in abstracts, collectives and possessive adjectives, 
where Dybo’s law shifted the stress from the suffix to the ending (cf. Dybo 1968: 
181-191, 1981: 152-170, Kortlandt 2008a). When the laryngeal was followed by a 
consonant, as in Russ. volčíca and jazýk, the paradigm joined accent type (a). 
Other paradigms belonging to type (5) originated from Hirt’s law, e.g. Lith. 
taukúotas ‘greasy’, kraujúotas ‘bloody’ < *-òʔtos, with fixed stress on the “domi-
nant” suffix (cf. Endzelynas 1957: 96, Dybo 1968: 195, 1981: 174). 
Type (6) is represented by paradigms which escaped the Late Balto-Slavic re-
traction of the stress from final open syllables in disyllabic word forms to the 
initial syllable unless the latter was closed by an obstruent (stage 4.4 of my 
chronology), either because the retraction of the stress was blocked by an inter-
vening consonant cluster or because the stem was polysyllabic, e.g. Slovak niesol 
<  *néslъ < *neslъ̀ ‘carried’, as opposed to mohol < *mòglъ (b) ‘could’, Lith. 
sidãbras ‘silver’, vainìkas ‘garland’, aviniñkas ‘sheepfold’, SCr. srèbro,  vijènac, 
dùžnīk ‘debtor’, gen.sg. vijènca,  dužníka. Here belong the Balto-Slavic end-
stressed neuter o-stems established by Derksen (2004), where the East Baltic re-
traction of the stress which can now be called Derksen’s law gave rise to meta-
tony (cf. Derksen 1996: 103, 126, 230f.) and the analogical retraction of the stress 
in Late Middle Slavic merged the paradigm with accent type (b), e.g. Prussian 
dalptan, Czech dláto, SCr. dlijèto ‘chisel’. The analogical retraction of the stress 
evidently did not take place in Czech vědro, SCr. vjèdro < *wědrò ‘bucket’, where 
the pretonic long vowel was shortened (stage 7.13), but it did in Montenegro vi-
jèdro (cf. Derksen 2008: 518), yielding another early isogloss in South Slavic (cf. 
Kortlandt 2003). As a result of Dybo’s law (stage 8.7), accent type (b) joined the 
end-stressed type, so that the distinction between the original type (6) and the 
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Slovak niesol and mohol or between Czech vědro (where the pretonic vowel was 
regularly shortened) and dláto (which joined accent type (b) before the shorten-
ing) and from the “dominant” character of the suffixes *-ьc-, *-ьstvo, *-īkъ <  
*-eiko- and adjectival *-īnъ < *-eino- (but not nominal *-īna < *-einaʔ) in Slavic 
(cf. Dybo 1968: 213, 1981: 190). The suffixes *-ica < *-iʔ-kaʔ, *-ina < *-iʔ-naʔ and 
adjectival *-atъ < *-oʔto-, *-aʔto- (e.g. *mǫžàtъ, *ženàtъ ‘married’) belong to the 
original type (5). 
It will be clear from the foregoing that most historical laws of Slavic accen-
tuation are applicable to no more than a single accent paradigm. This is a con-
sequence of the fact that the accent paradigms are characterized by specific to-
nal features: glottalization in the stem is limited to accent type (a) and falling (or 
low) tones in initial syllables are limited to accent type (c) while all other 
stressed vowels are rising (or high) up to the end of the Proto-Slavic period. At 
that time, the falling tone spread to the right in Slovene: HL > HH in kọ̑st and 
HLL > HHL > LHL in ok,  mladst,  rokǫ̑ (stage 10.7), while the rising tone 
started lowering: LH > LL in pǫ́t and kònj. The system where the “falling” tone is 
high and the “rising” tone is low is actually attested in the western Carinthian 
dialect described by Tijmen Pronk (2008, cf. also Greenberg 2007). In Serbo-
Croatian, the falling tone was preserved while the rising tone remained high and 
started spreading leftward: LH > HH > HL in pȗt and LLH > LHH > LHL in 
rúka. Several intermediate stages of this development are attested in the dialects. 
I cannot follow Greenberg’s suggestion (2007) that the Proto-Slavic acute was 
preserved as a low-pitched long vowel in Slovene because the rise of the (high-
pitched) neo-circumflex (my stages 10.8 and 10.9) evidently preceded the 
lengthening of the original acute vowels (my stage 10.11), which did not reach 
the dialects of Prekmurje and Prlekija and yielded a (low-pitched) “rising” tone, 
and because non-laryngealized short rising vowels underwent the same devel-
opment as the original acute vowels (cf. already Kortlandt 1976), e.g. bȋtka, lta 
‘years’, osnǫ̑va, inst.pl. ženȃmi (where glottalization was lost at stage 7.13), sg. lẹ́to, 
vǫ́lja. Moreover, the lengthening in brẹ́za (a) ‘birch’ cannot have preceded the 
retraction of the stress in zvẹ́zda (b/c) ‘star’ because the latter word shows the 
regular outcome of long *ě under the stress and the former has a different reflex 
in the northern Slovene dialects (cf. Kortlandt 1976: 6f., Greenberg 2000: 128). 
The lengthening in lẹ́to and brẹ́za can be dated to the 13th or 14th century. 
The realization of the fact that the falling tone in initial syllables was limited 
to and therefore determined by accent type (c) is the kernel of the Stang revolu-
tion in Slavic accentology. It was Dybo who first realized that the origin of ac-
cent type (b) presupposes a tonal feature which was neither acute nor falling (cf. 
Kortlandt 1978a: 74). This feature can be identified with the Lithuanian circum-
flex tone, which is rising. The essential part of my own contribution (1975) is the 
integration of these findings into a coherent chronology. The identification of 
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shift to the following syllable (Dybo’s law) and the assumption that it yielded a 
falling tone on long vowels explains the following retraction of the stress 
(Stang’s law). These two developments are limited to accent type (b) and explain 
both the place of the stress and the tone of the stressed syllable in their entirety. 
They have nothing to do with either the falling tone in initial syllables or the 
retraction of the stress from final jers, both of which were limited to accent type 
(c). 
It is important to realize that the rising tone is presupposed by and therefore 
older than Dybo’s law and did not originate from a retraction of the stress. It 
follows that Matasović’s proposal (2007: 117) that Dybo’s law can be dated to the 
6th century and that the accent shifted to any following syllable and was subse-
quently retracted from word-final jers is mistaken. Note that his theory does not 
explain the short vowel of Slovene kònj (and SCr. kȍnj), as distinct from gen.pl. 
gọ́r < *gorъ̀,  ọ́vəc < *owьcь̀. It is clear from the distribution of SCr. kòleda, 
kònoba,  lȉgnja,  lòćika,  plȍča,  pògača,  pòlača,  rȁža,  rȁka,  rùsalje,  vr̀tača,  vȑtal, 
žȁkan, Cètina, Kȕpa, Pȅča, Plȍče, Pòlača, Pòstira, Pròmina, Rȁša, Sȕsak (a) ver-
sus ko-lòbār, ljúlj, mír, òcat, òltār, ràčūn, vȑč, vȑt, Brȃč, Hvȃr, Kȑk, Làbīn, Nàdīn, 
Nȋn, Nòrīn, Òmīš, Plòmīn, Rȋm, Skràdīn, Sòlīn, Trȋlj, Trògīr, Vȋr, Vȋs, Žnjȃn (b) 
that the accent pattern of these words was determined by the presence versus 
absence of a following syllable at a stage when final jers did not count any more. 
The HL coda of the original Romance words was evidently more similar to the 
acute tone before a final *-a but to the rising tone before a final *-u, which was 
shorter. It is probable that the words víno, Dúmno, Dúvno, Dráva, Sáva belong 
to an older layer of borrowings and that Crȅs < Crepsa, Mljȅt < Melta < Meleta 
and Rȁb < Arba became masculines at a more recent stage. 
While the development of stress and tone was relatively simple, vowel quan-
tity is a quite different matter. The crucial point of reference in the development 
of vocalic quantity is the rise of the new timbre distinctions (stage 7.13), as a re-
sult of which the number of possible short and long vowels increased dramati-
cally. I have identified this development with the loss of the acute (i.e. of glot-
talization) without compensatory lengthening in posttonic syllables, which gave 
rise to new short vowels with the timbre of earlier long vowels, e.g. in *žèna < 
*žènaʔ. New long vowels in posttonic syllables were created by Van Wijk’s law 
(stage 7.15) and by the early contractions (stage 8.1) and in stressed syllables by 
the retraction of the stress from final jers (stage 8.2) and by the lengthening of 
short falling vowels in monosyllables (stage 8.8), e.g. *wòļā < *wàljaʔ, 3rd sg. 
*píšē < *péisje, gen.pl. *górъ < *gorъ̀, *dь́nъ < *dьnъ̀, acc.sg. *dь̑nь < *dь̏nь, *kȏstь 
< *kȍstь. As a result, endings could now have three different quantities, e.g. 
nom.sg. *žèna, *gora̓, *wòļā, *òsnowā, similarly in the neuter nom.acc.pl. ending, 
where Slovene generalized length in lta (a) ‘years’ with *-ā for phonetically 
regular short *-a but preserved the short ending in drvà < *drъva̓ (c) ‘firewood’ 
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ing, cf. also Slovak mestá ‘cities’. We find a long nasal vowel under the stress in 
Slovene gen.sg. gorę́ (c) but a short nasal vowel posttonically in lípe (a) ‘lime-
tree’, similarly in SCr. gen.sg. glávē ‘head’ versus nom.acc.pl. glȃve (c). This dif-
ference became phonemic as a result of Dybo’s law (stage 8.7), which reintro-
duced long unstressed nasal vowels and short nasal vowels under the stress. The 
original distribution has been preserved in Susak gen.sg. vodiè (c) ‘water’ versus 
sestrè (b) ‘sister’. 
Quantitative alternations in case endings were largely eliminated between 
Van Wijk’s law (stage 7.15) and Dybo’s law (stage 8.7). The paradigm of Slovene 
kònj (b) shows that length was suppressed in the gen.sg., dat.sg., inst.sg., 
nom.pl., dat.pl. and acc.pl. endings, all of which were unstressed in the accen-
tually mobile paradigm (c), while length was preserved in the loc.sg., inst.pl. and 
loc.pl. endings, which have length and final stress in na brẹ́gu (c) ‘ashore’ (with 
later retraction as in zvẹ́zda), možmí,  možẹ́h (c) ‘men’ (cf. Stang 1957: 69-74, 
Kortlandt 1975: 13-19), cf. also pri orhu (a) ‘near the nut-tree’, inst.pl. rȃki, loc.pl. 
rȃkih (a) ‘crabs’ with neo-circumflex reflecting posttonic length. Original length 
has been preserved in inst.pl. stəbrí ‘pillars’, kostmí ‘bones’, Posavian (sa) sinoví 
‘(with) sons’, Czech dial. chlapý ‘fellows’, vratý ‘gate’, cestamí ‘roads’, Slovincian 
chlùopī, břegamí (cf. Van Wijk 1924: 597, Bulaxovskij 1925: 88, Stang 1957: 38), 
also in Kajkavian loc.sg. noćȋ ‘night’, pećȋ ‘stove’, kostȋ < *-í (cf. Vermeer 1984: 
380), and was generalized in trisyllabic neuter nom.acc.pl. forms in Čakavian 
and Posavian, e.g. vrimená ‘times’, imená ‘names’, ramená ‘shoulders’, telesá ‘bod-
ies’, also Slovak dievčatá ‘girls’, srdcia ‘hearts’. 
Thus, rising vowels originated first by contrast with falling vowels as a result 
of Pedersen’s law (stage 6.10), then as a result of the retraction of the stress from 
final jers (stage 8.2), then as a result of Stang’s law (stage 9.3) and finally by the 
retraction of the stress from non-final weak jers (stage 10.3). Dybo’s law must be 
dated after the first two and before the last two of these developments. It must 
also be dated after the rise of the new timbre distinctions (stage 7.13), Van Wijk’s 
law (stage 7.15), and the early contractions (stage 8.1) because these gave rise to 
new long vowels in posttonic syllables which received a falling tone as a result of 
Dybo’s law, e.g. *woļȃ, *pīšȇ, *pȳtȃ, *novy̑, SCr. vȍlja, pȋšē, pȋtā, nȍvī with retrac-
tion of the stress in accordance with Stang’s law. This chronology is at variance 
with the one proposed by Holzer (2005), who dates Dybo’s law before all of 
these developments. Holzer’s reasoning is primarily based on the word lòćika 
‘lettuce’ (2005: 47), which belongs to accent pattern (a) and is therefore irrele-
vant (see above). The absence of Dybo’s law in SCr. nȁ glāvu < *nȃ glāvǫ (with 
shortening at stage 9.4) adduced by Holzer (2005: 49f.) is a consequence of the 
falling tone on the initial syllable and shows that Dybo’s law is more recent than 
the rise of a tonal distinction (at stage 6.10). The falling tone in *woļȃ and *pīšȇ 
required by Stang’s law shows that Dybo’s law was more recent than Van Wijk’s 
law because lengthening in *woljà and *pīsjè- (thus Holzer 2005: 51f.) would un-RISE AND DEVELOPMENT OF SLAVIC ACCENTUAL PARADIGMS  9 
doubtedly have yielded a rising tone on the second syllable. Moreover, the ana-
logical shortening in gen.sg. *koņà and dat.sg. *koņù must have taken place after 
Van Wijk’s law but before Dybo’s law (see above). Holzer‘s claim (2005: 54) that 
Dybo’s law preceded the retraction of the stress from final jers is disproved by 
the quantitative distinction between e.g. Slovene kònj (and SCr. kȍnj) < *kòņь 
and gen.pl. gọ́r < *gorъ̀ (see above). Holzer’s claim (2005: 56) that Dybo’s law 
preceded the shortening in SCr. tràvama (b) is correct because this form is ana-
logical after rùkama (c), where the phonetic shortening preceded Dybo’s law (cf. 
Kortlandt 2006a: 37). Kapović’s “Zwei-Moren-Gesetz” cannot be maintained and 
must be abandoned (cf. Kortlandt 2005: 126-129 and 2006a: 36). 
Leiden University 
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